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HHH Changes Tune

SALT LAKE CITY (UPI)---Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey said yesterday he "would be willing" to stop the bombing of North Vietnam as a move toward peace if elected president.

Humphrey told a nationwide television audience: "As president, I would be willing to stop the bombing of the North as an acceptable risk for peace because I believe it could lead to subsequent negotiations and a shorter war. This would be the best protection for our troops."

Humphrey repeated, however, an earlier statement that no one else would control the war in Vietnam while President Johnson remained in office.

Discussing his policy if elected president, Humphrey said: "In weighing that risk before taking action I would place key importance on evidence direct or indirect, by deed or word of Communist willingness to restore the Demilitarized Zone between North and South Vietnam."

Humphrey also said he would take a second step which would involve "the risk that the South Vietnamese would meet the obligations they say they are now ready to assume in a political settlement of the war."

Furthermore, the Democratic presidential contender said he would sit down with South Vietnamese leaders to "set a specific timetable by which American forces could be systematically reduced while South Vietnamese forces took over more and more of the burden."

"I would propose once an immediate cease-fire with United Nations or other international supervision and supervised withdrawal of all foreign forces from South Vietnam," he said.

In what appeared to be a sharp break with administration policies, Humphrey said, "I believe all of these steps could lead to an honorable and lasting settlement with both our own national interest and the interests of the other nations of Southeast Asia."

300,000 Greet George

CHICAGO (UPI)--George Wallace rode down crowd-strewn State Street through cheers, occasional boos and a shower of confetti Monday in the kickoff of a week-long tour of the industrial Midwest and East.

The third party candidate for president promised, as he opened his new drive for the blue collar vote, that if he got re-elected as a vice presidential running mate by the end of the week, he would promise once more an immediate cease-fire with United Nations or other international supervision and supervised withdrawal of all foreign forces from South Vietnam, he said.

In what appeared to be a sharp break with administration policies, Humphrey said, "I believe all of these steps could lead to an honorable and lasting settlement with both our own national interest and the interests of the other nations of Southeast Asia."

IN D I A N A P O L I S (UPI)----A narcotics squad officer who staked out Weir Cook Municipal Airport all weekend yesterday arrested a youth as he got off a plane from Los Angeles on charges of violation of the 1935 Narcotics Act.

If William Owens said Steven J. Fall, Indianapolis, had 65 capsules of a new synthetic drug called THC in his possession along with four packages of ordinary marijuana, The man, who is in pending here, was slated for a Municipal Court appearance today.

"He came toward me off the plane as if he held a newspaper in front of my face," said Owens. "I just dropped the paper down when he and the boy met me, he said, 'Lieutenant, I'd rather see anybody in the world right now except you.'"

Bust In Indy

INDIANAPOLIS (UPI)---A narcotics squad officer who staked out Weir Cook Municipal Airport all weekend yesterday arrested a youth as he got off a plane from Los Angeles on charges of violation of the 1935 Narcotics Act.

If William Owens said Steven J. Fall, Indianapolis, had 65 capsules of a new synthetic drug called THC in his possession along with four packages of ordinary marijuana, The man, who is in pending here, was slated for a Municipal Court appearance today.

"He came toward me off the plane as if he held a newspaper in front of my face," said Owens. "I just dropped the paper down when he and the boy met me, he said, 'Lieutenant, I'd rather see anybody in the world right now except you.'"

Mothers March

MEXICO CITY (UPI)---Women in mourning led a crowd of 5,000 yesterday in a "march of the mothers" on the Mexican Chamber of Deputies to demand the immediate release of students and others arrested in recent anti-government disorders.

Hundreds of riot police were stationed along the march route but made no attempt to interfere.

March leaders wanted to present a minographied petition to the legislators asking a blanket amnesty for law violators of recent weeks but for the second time in four days they failed to gain entry to the chamber.

Hopes for an end to two months of violent student government clashes brightened meanwhile with a report that embattled student leaders have modified their demands on the government.

The report indicated that the Student Strike Council, head of the any-government student movement, did not plan any attempt to disrupt the Olympic Games which open Oct. 12 near the National University.

Unofficial estimates put the number of students now being held at about 2,000, most of them seized during last week's street violence.

The Saint Mary's Residence Hall Committee tabled a proposal to ban smoking at the residence hall in order to permit students in McCandless Hall to smoke cigarettes in their rooms. The legislation will be reconsidered next Tuesday night after the dormitory's fire insurance policy is further researched. If the Legislation is passed next week, dollars extra to live in McCandless; the legislation will justify the smoking which already exists in the dorm; the lounges on each floor are not used because the students cannot smoke in them; it is inconvenient to go to the ground floor smoker in order to have a legal insurance policy is too nebulous to be used as a reason for forbidding smoking; Anyway, it would take weeks to burn one of those dressers." The smoking proposal was brought up at the end of the meeting.

Recker New SMC Vice-Pres.

Edward L. Recker has been appointed Vice President for Public Relations and Development at Saint Mary's College, the Rt. Rev. Monsignor John J. McGrath, President, announced last night.

Recker is the first man to hold the newly created post. His responsibility entails Public relations, publicity, the alumnae and the alumni fund in an effort to coordinate these affairs.

In an interview Recker said that the publicity office at St. Mary's is being revamped. It will be a public information office, and will be expanded to include much more than the present publicity department. The office will be responsible for preparing brochures, press releases and will handle all college publicity.

Development plans for the college include a new library, additions to the present one, and a new dorm, if the need arises, he said.

Recker is a 1948 graduate of the University of Notre Dame. He served fourteen years in merchandising and sales fields with General Motors Corporation and General Electric Company.

He was appointed Director of Development at Gannon College, Erie, Pennsylvania in 1966, where he organized and directed the public relations department.
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Approximately 100 students have filed petitions to run for Student Senate in elections to be held this Thursday. The petitions required 25 signatures of hall residents.

Dillon leads in number of candidates with a total of ten. Off-campus will run nine students. Walsh, Soir, and St. Joe have only submitted one name in nomination.

This year, as before, ASP plans to run a large slate of candidates. Chairman Peter Kelly has managed to attract students to the ASP platform in all but four halls; St. Joe, Carroll, Badin, and Sorin. Off-campus also put up five ASP candidates. Three have been rumored to split in the ASP leadership and a possible coalition against Kelly, but this has been denied by party representatives. ASP will head the ticket at the elections as a united party.

No other party has materialized to oppose the ASP slate. Write-in votes will be accepted in all halls.

Senate Races Begin

Appoximately 100 students have filed petitions to run for Student Senate in elections to be held this Thursday. The petitions required 25 signatures of hall residents.

Dillon leads in number of candidates with a total of ten. Off-campus will run nine students. Walsh, Soir, and St. Joe have only submitted one name in nomination.

This year, as before, ASP plans to run a large slate of candidates. Chairman Peter Kelly has managed to attract students to the ASP platform in all but four halls; St. Joe, Carroll, Badin, and Sorin. Off-campus also put up five ASP candidates. Three have been rumored to split in the ASP leadership and a possible coalition against Kelly, but this has been denied by party representatives. ASP will head the ticket at the elections as a united party.

No other party has materialized to oppose the ASP slate. Write-in votes will be accepted in all halls.
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New Home For K. of C.

A Question of Crisis

There will be two major positions represented in this Thursday's Senate meeting. There will be the radicals who in general support the SBP and the campus publications, and the moderates who will be more willing to defend Notre Dame as it is.

The most important point in the radicals' ideas is that Notre Dame requires some radical restructuring to fit certain intolerable conditions. In defense of this position they point to administration refusal to grant students the sole right to govern their lives. Some go so far as to say that students are being denied basic human rights.

While this position is advantageous in that it appeals to a natural student desire for more power and freedom, it does have certain problems. The main one is that it rejects the whole idea of community which has developed at Notre Dame. Several years ago Notre Dame was a very authoritarian institution in every sense of that word. Under pressure from students, and from within the Administration and faculty this has given way to a way of community governance, with student participation in aspects of university life. Examples of this are the new Student Life Council, and the part the students are playing, by specific invitation of the administration, in evaluating and proposing curriculum reform.

The radicals now feel that they must reject this present situation because student life after all is not a community affair—it's none of the administration's and faculty's business. Their essential demand is student autonomy.

But more important than this philosophical rejection of community is the atmosphere that radicals need in order to be successful. That atmosphere is one of crisis, extreme tension between the leadership and university leaders. This crisis is however not so much the product of intolerable conditions as it is the result of agitation by radicals and some student leaders.

The worst side effect of this state of tension is to cause everyone to forget that when you get right down to it there is no reason for crisis. The essential thing for a critical situation that is lacking is an unwillingness to change—the Administration and faculty are simply too flexible in their attitudes for anyone to accuse them of denying students basic human rights.

What some radicals are trying to do is concentrate on relatively minor issues in the hope that students will forget that on major issues things at Notre Dame are pretty good. Parochial hours as they stand may be unjustified, but how important is an issue like that? In the things that count—like representation on the Student Life Council and in academic reform, students are in and out all right.

The real issue in the Senate elections is whether students will try to grab as much power as they can while the grabber's good, or use student autonomy.

The Notre Dame chapter of the Knights of Columbus is still swarming completion of the interior of their new headquarters in what was once the campus post office. This structure with an estimated total of $800,000 of Walsh hall was given to the Knights by the Board of Trustees. It is to be a contribution of $500,000 which is expected to cover their use of the building. This money will be used for the various university scholarships funds. (The remainder of the $800,000 used for this venture was used to locate a basement.)

According to Deputy Grand Knight the total cost was acquired from the campus organizations' treasury which had accumulated over a period of several years. After the allotment for the scholarship component the remainder of the $800,000 used for this venture will be used to locate a basement under the existing structure and to air condition the building.

Dear Editor:

I would like to use this opportunity to say some very personal sentiments to you and my brothers—the men of Notre Dame. It is now the third quarter of the Purdue game and I am alone here in my room. But before I explain why I must make a confession, for I've done wrong.

I first knew it during the pep rally when we were told that, despite the importance of the Purdue game, there existed among the Notre Dame students a "shocking complacency." I knew—deep in my heart—that it must be me. I was forced to attend the game and support the team, which I did.

Front row seating questions when the Notre Dame men occasionally cheered bad football by our team and passionately cursed good football by Purdue. As a senior I must admit that I've learned that one shouldn't let naivete, uncritical inclinations confuse love of football with one's proper loyalties. Principles, after all are the mark of a man. And I
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Dear Editor:

I would like to use this opportunity to say some very personal sentiments to you and my brothers—the men of Notre Dame. It is now the third quarter of the Purdue game and I am alone here in my room. But before I explain why I must make a confession, for I've done wrong.

I first knew it during the pep rally when we were told that, despite the importance of the Purdue game, there existed among the Notre Dame students a "shocking complacency." I knew—deep in my heart—that it must be me. I was forced to attend the game and support the team, which I did.

Front row seating questions when the Notre Dame men occasionally cheered bad football by our team and passionately cursed good football by Purdue. As a senior I must admit that I've learned that one shouldn't let naivete, uncritical inclinations confuse love of football with one's proper loyalties. Principles, after all are the mark of a man. And I

Like everyone else here, want to be a man.

During the half time intermission people began holding up sign communicating various things I was helping to put out the fellow next to me. However my good intentions led me astray once again. For the sign I held said, "Stop the War." Although ignorance is no excuse, I had thought that every person had the right to express themselves equally, if, that is, they did not violate the rights of others. Anyway I was corrected fraternally by two Notre Dame men who grabbed the sign and gave it to others to rip it up.

Realizing that I had wronged my brothers again I began to despair. This time I couldn't repent. I had come to Notre Dame to learn who man was that I might someday become one. But I know now, having failed again, that I never would. I lacked even the courage to reclaim the sign in the same way it was taken. I could only ask for it like a little boy. As my despair deepened and I prepared to leave, I knew I couldn't enjoy the violence of the afternoon like the others. I couldn't cheer with the others when the remnant of the sign was held up that called simply for "War." I didn't even have the moral courage to call the Purdue players "war pacifists." I knew that a kid who couldn't play the game should leave it. So I did.

But as I make this confession I must also add that I've been held up that called simply for "War." I didn't even have the moral courage to call the Purdue players "war pacifists." I knew that a kid who couldn't play the game should leave it. So I did.

But as I make this confession I must also add that I've been

Dear Sincerely,

Respectfully,

John Kirby

323 Farley
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BRADEMAS & BAYH SUPPORTERS!

SHORT ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING WITH D.C. STAFF

TONITE 6:30PM SMC LITTLE THEATRE

How would you like to see;

THE RASCALS - Oct. 19
SERGIO MENDES AND BRAZIL "66 - Nov. 9
THE RASCALS - Nov. 16
LOU RAWLS - Nov. 16

as a member of the N.D. Social Communication Publicity Staff

STUDC Publicity Staff can use marketing majors, C.A. majors, Off-Campus students and anyone else who would like to have a part in publicizing the Club.

For information phone 283-8520. Tues.-7 p.m. Wed.-12 p.m.

And come to General meeting at STUDC office Wednesday, Oct. 2

at 7 p.m.
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Bogle: Stay In Democratic Party

Speaking to a crowd of more than 200 in the Library Auditorium last night, Notre Dame Government Professor Dr. James Bogle, Chairman of Indiana Citizens for McCarthy, urged that students work within the political processes of the country. Bogle stated "We must focus attention and activity within the party system. The institutions may be outmoded but not the political processes... I cannot underrate the support which the new politics has... Bogle emphasized the changing party structures in the country, and contended 'The old group is gone...and in this year which represent their dying group.' Bogle announced his intention to remain within the Democratic Party, saying "There's nothing academically wrong with another party developing, but it will not happen without a Eugene McCarthy or a John Lindsay or a Nelson Rockefeller leading it."

In this state the fourth party group is running a ticket of Dick Gregory for President and Mark Lane for Vice President. This ticket stands absolutely no chance of winning since first of all it is not on the ballot and secondly they don't count write-ins in Indiana. This just isn't the method. The motion that went into 1968 won't carry on into 1972. We must work within the Democratic Party."

Bogle discounted the strong showing being registered by Third Party candidate George Wallace in opinion polls. Instead, the McCarthy chairman predicted that a new Democratic coalition would provide "A new foundation of a political life more progressive than that we have had over the last five years." Stating that this "new coalition" would be the majority in the country, Bogle defined its components as "the young people, Black people, the intellectuals, and a new wing..."

Soph's To Study In S.A.

Father Laurence Broestl, Assistant Vice-President for Academic Affairs, announced yesterday that a new Foreign Study Program in South America is to be conducted next year in Cali, Colombia. This program is in addition to the 1959 program in South Bend, Columbia, the 1960 program in Argentina, the 1962 program in Japan, the 1963 program in France, Brussels, and Tokyo, and the 1967 program in Greece. Sophs interested should notify the Modern Languages Department or phone 7195.
Scrambling Hawkeye quarterback Ed Podolak, shown in action against the Irish last year, may miss Saturday's game with a head injury.

UPI Says We're Number 8

NEW YORK UPI - Purdue, proving that lightning can strike twice, Monday came within one vote of an unanimous selection as the nation's leading college football power when the United Press International board of coaches cast 34 first place votes for Notre Dame; 14 for Stanford; 13 for Arizona State; 12 for Miami (Fla.); 11 for Alabama; 9 for Notre Dame as the underdog, for the Boilermakers; 9 for Ohio State; 8 for Notre Dame; 7 for Texas; 6 for Michigan State; 5 for Kansas; 4 for Southern Cal (1); 3 for Penn State; 2 for Iowa; 1 for Stanford, Iowa, Michigan, Texas Tech, Oregon State, Air Force.

Hawkeyes Loaded With Nicknames

IOWA CITY, IA. - If you're sitting in Iowa Stadium Saturday and hear one of the Hawkeyes holler, "Heyy, Pancho, Golden Boy says Charlie Robot is open on the down and out," your ears are not playing tricks.

Someone is merely telling Ed Podolak that Larry Lawrence says Ray Manning is an excellent target for a short pass.

Nicknames are common on athletic teams and the 1968 Iowa football squad is no exception. About one-third of the Hawkeye squad of 65 answers to names not found in your game program.

Three sophomore defensive backs expected to see considerable action against Notre Dame Saturday are Racor Civoile, Charlie Golden and Ray Churchill. In the Hawkeyes dressing room these youngsters answer to Race Horse, The Vulture and Wheaties.

Bolden must stay exceptionally alert. Besides answering to the Vulture, Charlie and Charlie, he also responds to Doc. If you don’t think Charlie Robot is descriptive of Ray Manning, then try Mr. Machine.

Hanratty Assaults

The Record Book

TOTAL OFFENSE

George Gipp 4110 yards
Terry Hanratty vs. Purdue 301 yards
Total 3521 yards
PASSES ATTEMPTED

Angelo Bertelli 27
Terry Hanratty vs. Purdue 23
Total 529
PASSES HAD INTERCEPTED

Angelo Bertelli 3
Terry Hanratty vs. Purdue 3
Total 30
COMPLETION PCT

Frank Tripucka .567
Terry Hanratty vs. Purdue .535
Total .802
PASSING YARDAGE*

Terry Hanratty vs. Purdue 294
Total 1243
TOUCHDOWN PASSES

Angelo Bertelli 28
Bob Williams 26
Terry Hanratty vs. Purdue 2
Total 21
* designates all-time Notre Dame record

Sports Briefs

Badin Hall's Bill O'Neil carded a 69 Sunday to take a one-stroke lead in the 72 hole Notre Dame Open Golf Tournament. Trailers Oregon were Bob Wilson, 70; Chuck Martin, 73; Jim Dunn, 74; and Bob Battaglia and Dennis Connely, 75.

According to Fr. Clarence Desbon, Varsity golf coach and Tournament director, the course has been much improved by an erosion and fertilization program.

* The event continues next Saturday and Sunday and concludes on Oct. 13.


The Irish Eye

MERCY, MERCY, MERCY

The word from Iowa is "Ugh."

By the fourth quarter Saturday afternoon, that word may be changed and tripled to "Mercy, mercy, mercy."

For the second straight year, the Corn Country Kids must face Notre Dame seven days after a loss to Purdue. That ain't nice.

Even in top physical shape, Iowa fields the smallest team (both in size and number) of any Big 10 school. The 65 Hawkeyes average just 206 pounds per man. Only seven of them are over 230 pounds and the biggest is 247-pound tackle Gary Herman. Worse yet, the squad's top two offensive stars are doubtful starters this weekend.

Quarterback Ed Podolak, whose scrambling was a minor irritant to the Irish in last year's 56-6 romp, has suffered a pair of head injuries in Iowa's first two games.

Banged up in his team's 21-20 upset victory over Oregon State Sept. 31, Podolak had several headaches all last week. Nevertheless, he has his mates ahead of Texas Christian 17-14 with only seconds to play in the third quarter last Saturday.

Then Podolak was kicked in the head and forced to retire from the action. The 6-4, 214-pound senior is hospitalized currently. His playing status won't be known until Thursday.

The other casualty is starting fullback Tim Sullivan. After gaining 112 yards on 16 carries in Iowa's opener, Sullivan suffered a hip pointer in the first period against TCU and sat out the rest of the night. Like Podolak, he is doubtful Saturday.

The Hawkeyes' triumph over nationally ranked Oregon State will be one of the biggest surprises of 1968. You will recall that the Beavers were 7-2-1 in 1967, including wins over Southern Cal and Purdue and a tie with UCLA.

Oregon State returned 38 lettermen from that squad, 22 of them starters. Coach Dee Andros' club was ranked as high as No. 2 in 1968 pre-season polls. That's why Iowa's giant killing earned Ray Nagel coach-of-the-week honors and sophomore Mike Phillips lineman-of-the-week laurels from UPI.

Against TCU, the Hawkeyes were in command until Podolak's departure with 15 minutes to play. Then the Horned Frogs marched for six points and a 21-17 lead.

With sophomore quarterback Larry Lawrence at the helm, the Hawks moved to TCU's 20 before three penalties stole their momentum. TCU added another score with :26 to play, making the final 28-17.

This week, Iowa will be at a critical disadvantage physically. The Irish offensive line outweighs the Hawks' defensive wall by 12 pounds per man. Conversely, ND's defensive front four goes 250 pounds each while the Iowa offensive line carries a 218-pound norm.

"Mercy, Mercy, Mercy."